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SAINT CLOUD - 30 June 

Race 1 

1. FIRST FOLIO - Beaten over 8L first time out at Deauville. Up in trip.  

2. DREAM COMPOSER - Not fancied when beaten 12L this month at Clairefontaine. 
Hard to consider.  

3. PROSECCO - Third on debut at Dieppe beaten 1L. Likely to improve.  

4. BIG FREEZE - Another debutant who is best watched first time.  

5. PRINCE LANCELOT - In-form yard and this newcomer is worth a market check.  

6. RELEASE THE BEAST - Could struggle against experienced rivals first up.  

Summary 

PROSECCO (3) showed plenty to work with when third on debut at Dieppe and can 
gain a first victory here. FIRST FOLIO (1) is another who finished third first time out 
but will need to improve for this extra 200m. PRINCE LANCELOT (5) represents a top 
yard and could make an impression. DREAM COMPOSER (2) failed to beat a rival 
home in latest but may leave that behind with experience. 

Selections 

PROSECCO (3) - FIRST FOLIO (1) - PRINCE LANCELOT (5) - DREAM 

COMPOSER (2)  
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Race 2 

1. COEURSAMBA - Behind re-opposing Marie De Vega in May but has place claims.  

2. SELKET - Not beaten far at Lyon-Parilly but needs to improve past a couple of 
these. 

3. MARIE DE VEGA - Beaten under 1L on debut at Lyon-Parilly. Can go one better.  

4. JUBILATION - Showed plenty of speed at Deauville and can be considered.  

5. KALAHARA - Well supported when second first time up at La Teste. Can go close.  

6. AMBER C - One of two runners for UK trainer. Market can guide.  

7. TREENA - Second runner for UK trainer but doesn't look a likely winner.  

8. VERIA - May need further in time and could struggle.  

9. MY CHARLIE - Faces rivals with experience and should improve for the outing.  

10. ACAPULCO GOLD - Well-bred filly and could be an interesting debutant.  

Summary 

MARIE DE VEGA (3) finished ahead of a couple of these on debut when second at 
Lyon-Parilly. Leading chance capable of going one better. The race at Lyon-Parilly 
looks a key piece of form as running third that day was COEURSAMBA (1) who may 
also go well. JUBILATION (4) delivered a strong performance first time out at Deauville 
and might be involved at the finish once again. KALAHARA (5) will improve with 
experience and holds place claims up in grade. 

Selections 

MARIE DE VEGA (3) - COEURSAMBA (1) - JUBILATION (4) - KALAHARA (5) 
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Race 3 

1. BEDWYR - Only fourth when favourite at Strasbourg on return. Should be fitter now.  

2. BAILEYS BLUES - Sixth on stable debut. Can do better.  

3. MATELLO - Beaten 3L at Vichy second time up. Back up in trip here.  

4. ZIPPERE - Back in maiden company and not to be dismissed.  

5. ASCOT JUNGLE - Placed on both starts. Races over 1200m for the first time. 

6. BINTANA - Down the field on both starts. Hard to fancy.  

7. AUENZENZI - Better effort when second on return. Still needs to find more.  

8. MAAVAH - Long-neck second at Moulins this month. Leading chance.  

9. MISSY PERFECT - Placed twice from two of three starts. Claims of minor honours 
again.  

10. LA PENTOLA - Not at best recently but form from Deauville last year would give 
her a chance. 

11. KROME - Faces a tough task first time out.  

Summary 

MATELLO (3) can show early pace and this journey may be ideal for him. Great 
opportunity for a first victory. BEDWYR (1) was slightly disappointing upon return but 
might be worth another chance. MAAVAH (8) has shown promise on both outings 
including when second at Moulins earlier this month. Can continue to progress. 
ASCOT JUNGLE (5) found the frame on both outings and holds place claims once 
again. 

Selections 

MATELLO (3) - BEDWYR (1) - MAAVAH (8) - ASCOT JUNGLE (5) 
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Race 4 

1. AMERIKANANE - Excellent win two runs back. Sixth on soft ground last time can 
be excused.  

2. LOQUEN - AW winner who needs to improve on recent turf form. 

3. NAVALMORAL - Just out of the placings when fourth last time. Drops in class now.  

4. GLORIA - All the way success at Lyon-Parilly last month. Down in distance here.  

5. LA FARFALLINA - Just prevailed by a nose at Chantilly. Not discounted from a 
good draw. 

6. DESERT HEIGHTS - Well beaten on return and not one to consider here.  

7. MACAVITY - Beaten 3L into second at Munich this month. Still a maiden after ten 
attempts. 

8. FLYING DANDY - This is easier than recent outings but seventeen start maiden.  

9. SECRET LADY - Faded tamely when last seen and may need this run. 

10. ON THE EDGE - Below form recently but previous efforts give her a chance. 

11. LADY DADA - Back in ninth when beaten 14L at Dieppe. Others more persuasive. 

12. BELLADONE SPIRIT - Entitled to improve on return but hard to see her featuring.  

Summary 

NAVALMORAL (3) just missed the frame in a big field at Lyon-Parilly recently. Though 
still a maiden a repeat of that effort could be enough. LA FARFALLINA (5) was a 
narrow winner at Chantilly at the beginning of the month and might go close again from 
a positive draw. GLORIA (4) seemed to benefit from front-running tactics last time and 
is dangerous if allowed an easy lead. ON THE EDGE (10) finished downfield at Dieppe 
however previous outings this year would give her a chance if bouncing back. 
AMERIKANANE (1) and MACAVITY (7) may pick up minor honours. 

Selections 

NAVALMORAL (3) - LA FARFALLINA (5) - GLORIA (4) - ON THE EDGE (10) - 

AMERIKANANE (1) - MACAVITY (7)  
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Race 5 

1. CHOCO CHARLY - Placed on both starts. Beaten 6L at Clairefontaine but should 
go close. 

2. DARKNESS - Behind re-opposing rival Choco Charly last time. Has benefit of 
experience now.  

3. TWIN BOY - Has the most experience. Second at Compiegne recently his best 
effort.  

4. POMELA LAUJAC - Struggled second time up. Debut form could give her a chance. 

5. SINGAPOR STESA - 10L eighth on debut and will need to improve quickly. 

6. RAPIDO PRESTO - Could be useful and one to keep an eye on.  

7. WEDDELL SEA - Andre Fabre newcomer who may need stamina test.  

8. MA JOLIE - Newcomer who is best watched in the market.  

Summary 

DARKNESS (2) finished behind Choco Charly on debut though that rival had already 
had the benefit of a run. Receives opportunity to reverse the form. CHOCO CHARLY 
(1) sets the standard on form after finding the placings delivering both attempts 
however could prove vulnerable to an improving rival. POMELA LAUJAC (4) showed 
potential first time but was not so good subsequently. Interesting Soumillon retains the 
ride. RAPIDO PRESTO (6) looks most appealing of the yet to race contenders. 

Selections 

DARKNESS (2) - CHOCO CHARLY (1) - POMELA LAUJAC (4) - RAPIDO 

PRESTO (6)  
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Race 6 

1. BENGAL BAY - Winning start for this yard in May. Should have more to offer. 
Include. 

2. KENYX - Fair start in newcomers race. This looks tougher.  

3. GREY MYSTERE - Faded late over 1600m last time. Can go well at this trip. 

4. SLAYER - Looks to be up against it in this company.  

5. GET SET - Held at Angers recently. Hard to recommend.  

6. DARK PHOENIX - Solid UK form on the AW over the winter. Strong contender. 

7. PERISTERA - Below form when last seen in March. Good chance if fully fit. 

8. ANFRATI - Not beaten far in a maiden on her return. Up significantly in journey.  

Summary 

ANFRATI (8) was only midfield at Vichy after a break. Racing second up over this 
longer journey could bring about plenty of improvement and has a great chance. DARK 
PHOENIX (6) found success in two of his past three attempts and represents an in-
form UK operation. May go close if transferring form to turf. BENGAL BAY (1) made a 
good start for this yard in maiden company and might have more to come this season. 
GREY MYSTERE (3) is getting closer with each effort this prep and can  find a place. 

Selections 

ANFRATI (8) - DARK PHOENIX (6) - BENGAL BAY (1) - GREY MYSTERE (3) 
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Race 7 

1. GOMMERVILLE - Winner on debut but down the field in two runs since. Needs to 
bounce back. 

2. CHARMING ORO - Fair second in return when beaten 4L. Solid contender if building 
on that. 

3. HEADING TO MOPTI - Best effort when fifth last time. Still has plenty to find. 

4. MOREMI - Improved to win a handicap at Deauville. Respected once again.  

5. SALOCIN - Drops 200m after success at Dieppe. May struggle for pace. 

6. CRISALSA - Better effort when placing at Chantilly. Not always consistent.  

7. UM ELNADIM - Long odds when scoring at La Teste De Buch. Needs more. 

8. ASIAN QUEEN - Struggling for form. 11L fifth earlier this month at Compiegne. 

9. MY SWEET BOY - Stamina may have been an issue at Deauville. This looks more 
suitable. 

10. MADE IN BARELIERE - Unlikely to see the distance out at this level judge on 
recent effort when sixth. 

11. GIORDANO BRUNO - Only had three starts. Should improve after return run at 
Dieppe. Fitter. 

12. CAMOCIM - Shown little in three starts and not considered. 

13. YORK CHOP - Beaten 10L over 2400m in May. Previously had good form at this 
journey.  

14. ALL REVVED UP - Only eighth last time and still a maiden. Unexposed at this 
distance.  

Summary 

YORK CHOP (13) had been consistent prior to disappointing over 2400m last time. 
Returns to 2000m and is the main contender once again. ALL REVVED UP (14) is a 
longstanding maiden however deserves another chance at this journey and could be 
competitive. MOREMI (4) made the breakthrough with a handicap victory at Deauville 
recently and is not discounted. SALOCIN (5) is another last time out winner however 
this distance might be on the sharp side for him. CHARMING ORO (2) and MY SWEET 
BOY (9) also warrant consideration. 
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Selections 

YORK CHOP (13) - ALL REVVED UP (14) - MOREMI (4) - SALOCIN (5) - 

CHARMING ORO (2) - MY SWEET BOY (9)  
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Race 8 

1. BENE BENE - Two runs in June have been below-par. Earlier form at this journey 
appealing.  

2. INCA MAN - Placed twice since returning. Solid contender.  

3. JOAO - Only sixth in a similar contest over 1600m last time. More expected here.  

4. JUSSIFER - Narrowly denied in Deauville handicap in June. Wide draw no help 
here. 

5. SAINT ROMAIN - Third at Pont De Vivaux recently, beaten 3L. Chance from good 
draw.  

6. MAESTRO CHOP - Just missed the frame last time. Could run into a place from 
inside draw. 

7. SINUARIA - Three uninspiring runs. Hard to fancy. 

8. LIEUREY - Better effort when 3.75L third at Pornichet. Place claims. 

9. LADY COQUINE - Better effort second time up but not considered at this level.  

10. DANCING LEOPARD - Three runs for this yard have been poor. Unlikely winner. 

11. GOLDMEMBERS - 1200m too short last time. Needs more up significantly in 
distance. 

12. STONIA - Upped in trip but looks held on recent form.  

13. HOLY BERE - Claim will help but place claims at best judged on recent efforts. 

14. BASSMATCHI - Struggled recently in handicaps but longer distance a positive. 

Summary 

JOAO (3) finished sixth at Chantilly last time though did seem to run well for a long 
part of the way. Upped in distance and holds strong claims. INCA MAN (2) managed 
to find the frame on both outings since a break bringing solid credentials to the race. 
Sure to give his running once again. SAINT ROMAIN (5) has only one win to his name 
but did finish third recently and could make the frame. JUSSIFER (4) was narrowly 
denied in a Deauville handicap this month however wide draw received in this event is 
concerning. MAESTRO CHOP (6) and LIEUREY (8) hold each-way claims. 

Selections 

JOAO (3) - INCA MAN (2) - SAINT ROMAIN (5) - JUSSIFER (4) - MAESTRO 

CHOP (6) - LIEUREY (8)  
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Race 9 

1. OMMEEL - Backed up debut promise with 0.5L success at Clairefontaine. More to 
come. 

2. BLACKWOOD - Consistent in two runs this campaign. Looks vulnerable here. 

3. LITIGATOR - Winning favourite at Lyon-Parilly this month. Leading chance again. 

4. ROYAUME UNI - Maiden winner at Angers but this is a stronger contest.  

5. DICK WHITTINGTON - Unfancied in market when scoring by 3.5L first up. Another 
to consider. 

6. CABIYA - Winning first start at Dieppe in May. Stamina could be an asset.  

7. PALE PERFECT - Yet to find the frame and will struggle again.  

Summary 

CABIYA (6) made a winning debut by 3.5L at Dieppe in May and sets the standard. 
Could prove hard to beat. OMMEEL (1) improved on initial outing to score at 
Clairefontaine second up and is not discounted. LITIGATOR (3) delivered a 
breakthrough at Lyon-Parilly earlier this month and can build on that now he has 
managed to put his head in-front. DICK WHITTINGTON (5) was a surprise winner on 
first outing but clearly has potential. 

Selections 

CABIYA (6) - OMMEEL (1) - LITIGATOR (3) - DICK WHITTINGTON (5) 


